Abstract

This article will assess both the problems and potential solutions to contemporary seaborne threats of piracy, robbery, and terrorism, and discuss challenges and opportunities for the domestic and international forums prosecuting the crimes that constitute piracy and maritime terrorism. In particular it will begin with a discussion of the (d)evolution of events in the late 20th Century which has transformed the old problem of piracy into a modern scourge. Piratical tactics, techniques and procedures (TTP) gave rise to a distinctly different threat from that faced in the past. Accompanying this discussion is a survey of present-day piracy, followed by an analysis of why piratical activities are more susceptible now than ever before to the long arm of the law, especially, but not exclusively, domestic prosecution, as well as anti-piracy policies. The article will advance reasons for why domestic, rather than international, prosecution will be the prevailing remedy of choice when dealing with captured pirates. Concluding comments will note why it is likely that present and emergent anti-piracy activities will continue to expand across the spectrum of operations, and summarize the challenges and opportunities for the domestic and international forces preventing piracy, those capturing pirates, and the fora prosecuting the crimes that constitute piracy and maritime terrorism.

* * * * *

Tallying Actors and Their Terrible Accomplishments

As Snodden has pointed out, there is a genuine dilemma of how to distinguish who the principal actors are in these activities, versus the accomplices and second or third-hand beneficiaries, where sponsorship and/or identity are not apparent and actors have overcome deterrence and evaded apprehension. “[H]ow would you know that pirates attacking a ship are those motivated by political ideals and are part of a group of extremists intent on causing an
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In its breakdown of first and second order costs of maritime piracy, the One Earth Future Working Group estimated in 2010 that piracy created a global expense of $7 to 12 billion per year:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost Factor</th>
<th>Value (Dollars)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ransoms: excess costs</td>
<td>$176 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance Premiums</td>
<td>$460 million to $3.2 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-Routing Ships</td>
<td>$2.4 to $3 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Equipment</td>
<td>$363 million to $2.5 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naval Forces</td>
<td>$2 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosecutions</td>
<td>$31 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Piracy Deterrent Organizations</strong></td>
<td>$19.5 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost to Regional Economies</td>
<td>$1.25 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL ESTIMATED COST</strong></td>
<td><strong>$7 to $12 billion per year</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding those losses, the “Joint War Committee” representing the marine committees of both Lloyd's Market Association, and representatives from London’s insurance company underwriters classified the Strait of Malacca in 2005 as a “war zone” for purposes of indemnity coverage. Despite an increase in piracy, the “war zone” status was removed a year later—to the relief of shippers paying insurance premiums—as a “testimony to the increased security of the strait.” Nevertheless, other locations such as Benin have been added as emergent “war zones.”

Elsewhere, particularly in Asia, piratical attacks have tended to result in thefts of ship’s cargo with or without fraudulent re-flagging. In such instances, crews are often murdered to deter detection or prosecution. Because of limited ports and market infrastructures, seizures in African waters typically involve demands for cash as a ransom, payment of which inadvertently encourages the persistence of piracy from the international community and causes the number of attacks to go up consistently despite best efforts to curb this trend. Moreover, paying the...
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ransom can cause a slippery slope, in that publicizing the capitulation to ransom demands will proliferate worldwide growth in piracy. The piracy threat is so severe that the International Maritime Board (IMB) of the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) broadcasts “piracy alerts” from a twenty-four manned Piracy Reporting Center in Kuala Lumpur, and at least one law firm informs its clients of daily vessel casualty and piracy risks.

The IMB Piracy Reporting Centre (PRC) was established in October of 1992 following a series of violent pirate attacks, namely but not exclusively the attack on the oil tanker Valiant Carrier. It has served as an active correspondent for the international community of the potential danger that piracy poses to the maritime industry. The PRC is an international nongovernmental organization financed by voluntary contributions from sixteen ship-owners associations and maritime insurance companies. The center records and reports incidents of maritime pirate attacks occurring globally. The IMB’s responsibilities and services range from being a primary point of contact when captains or shipmasters suspect piratical activity or attacks, to coordination with governmental law enforcement and regional organizations to report and combat piracy.

By 2010, the IMB reported 445 acts of piracy and armed robbery at sea, the fourth successive year that the numbers of reported incidents have increased, with Somalia having “accounted for 92% of kidnappings” and 49 of 53 vessels seized, as the “highest [numbers the IMB’s PRC has] ever seen[.]” By the Fall of 2011, piratical acts were on-track to hit a regrettable all-time high, as the PRC reported that “[p]iracy on the world’s seas had risen to record levels, with Somali pirates behind 56% of the 352 attacks reported this year, the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) International Maritime Bureau (IMB) revealed [on October 18, 2011] in its latest global piracy report.” Meanwhile, the PRC encouragingly noted that “more Somali hijack attempts are being thwarted by strengthened anti-piracy measures.”
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This slight 1.3% decline from 2010 to 2011 contrasts with 2010’s 10.9% leap over 2009’s attack statistics, which in turn came after an 11.4% increase in piracy and armed robbery committed at sea worldwide between 2007 and 2008. Just in the first two months of 2012 alone, there have been 62 pirate attacks and 6 hijackings worldwide, of which 26 of the attacks and 4 hijackings have been off Somali waters, bringing the total vessels held captive off Somalia at 12, and total hostages as 177! These statistics unfortunately invalidated the IMB’s sanguine assessment of national and international antipiracy measures, such that it assessed a “relative decline in pirate attacks worldwide,” despite an increase in Somali pirates’ range and capabilities:

From Pirate to Prosecuted Criminal: Political Capital and Resources Brought to Bear

Practical challenges attendant to bringing captured pirates to trial prove most daunting. In addition to basic issues of criminal jurisdiction, any criminal prosecution of pirates also involves significant political and resource commitments. These commitments include witness travel costs, visas, evidence preservation, and any attendant diplomatic questions involving rendition or extradition. Costs associated with even a simple criminal prosecution could easily exceed millions of dollars. Obviously because of these limitations, when U.S. or other coalition maritime forces actually intervene to stop observed armed attacks on private vessels, they immediately cease fire and passively standoff once pirate vessels break contact with their intended targets. As recently as 2008, the British Foreign Office advised the Royal Navy to avoid detaining pirates of certain nationalities in view of the possibility that pirates may actually invoke claims for asylum under British law if their country of origin is known to use torture or allow execution as judicial punishment.

Charles Glass wrote of the sentiments of International Maritime Bureau Captain Pottengal Mukundun: "there are hardly any cases where these attackers are arrested and brought to trial. Piracy is a high-profit, low-risk activity."

Prescription Before Prosecution: Preventing Failing or Failed States From Becoming Fulfilled Piratocracies

Donna Nincic’s research has indicated, “being a failed state (at least as measured by the Failed State Index) is a necessary, though not sufficient condition for maritime piracy.” Nincic also found precursor conditions to piracy which include presence “in an area where merchant shipping concentrates; either in the vicinity of a major sea-lane of communication, or important hub ports.” Finally, she found that maritime piracy is “more likely to occur when the state has lost some control over the legitimate means of violence in society; i.e., where armed militias, para-military gangs and the like are able to operate with near impunity.”
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The latter assertion is especially logical, since diminished, pre-occupied, or corrupt naval and coastal forces are incapable of stemming criminal acts at sea. Even the IMB acknowledged that only the U.S. and other Western nations with modern navies seem capable of controlling pirates in hotspots such as Indonesia, Somalia and West Africa. In a remarkable case of strange bedfellows, in November 2007, the U.S. Navy actually came to the direct assistance of a North Korean cargo vessel MV Dai Hong Dan which had been attacked and subsequently boarded by pirates of Somalia. In another intervention in April 2008, French special-operations forces recaptured the luxury sailing yacht Le Ponant taken in the Red Sea. The hijackers, apparently acting with complete impunity sailed the vessel into the Somali port of Eyl from which they demanded a large ransom to free the crew. In an ensuing rescue following delivery of the ransom by the ships owners, six pirates were captured and taken to France for prosecution. Eight other pirates were pursued and killed on shore by attack helicopters as they attempted to escape.

Yet even when authorities in one region increase pressure on maritime criminals, piratical activity simply moves closer to shore, towards areas with less enforcement activity, or increases in violence. For example, when piratical activity decreased in Malaysia and Bangladesh in 2007, attacks off Nigeria and Somalia tripled. In June 2007, the International Maritime Bureau (IMB) requested “urgent help” from Western navies to protect shipping off the Somali coast. After the U.S. called for a “Regional Maritime Security Initiative” in 2004, multilateral maritime security initiatives were introduced in the Malacca Strait between 2004 and 2007. Since that time, in general, the number of piracy incidents has been falling in the Malacca Strait since 2005, “largely as a result of a number of countermeasures introduced by the three littoral states of Malaysia, Singapore, and Indonesia.”

Emerging states, not just failed states, lag far behind the West in port security and vessel identification systems. Illustrative is the recent saga of the An Yue Jiang, a Chinese merchant
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ship allegedly carrying ammunition and small arms destined for landlocked Zimbabwe. Upon discovering the nature of the cargo, a group of southern African nations coordinated efforts to monitor that ship’s movements and prevent unloading of the cargo.\(^{38}\) After air and sea patrols lost track of the vessel, the South African government acknowledged their capacity to track and monitor vessels at sea was essentially “non-existent.”\(^{39}\) The An Yue Jiang incident also highlights a failure of compliance by non-Western coastal states with amendments to the 1974 International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) relating to implementation of a unified long-range identification and tracking system (LRIT) capable of identifying merchant vessels over 300 tons displacement up to 1500km at sea.

Another potential factor in increased predation is the general prohibition on the use of small arms or weapons capable of deadly force on commercial vessels for self-defense. Sea-going vessels virtually never carry arms for self-defense.\(^{41}\) This situation is primarily attributable to severe penal and customs laws against weapons possession in almost all maritime states. Insurers and ships owners also view the liability risk associated with armed defense as exceeding the risk of loss of the vessel itself. Even were armed force a viable option, increased technologies have resulted in much smaller ships crews often out-numbered by potential borders. Merchant sailors are not trained to use firearms and coordinating a ship’s defense with crews speaking three different languages also might present obstacles to effective self-defense, even were it lawfully authorized. Licensed, armed guards are available in some instances but costs are high and logistics complicated. Furthermore, there may be as much risk from un-vetted local security as from actual pirates.

To prevent attacks or boarding, ships captains rely upon increased speed, maneuvering, water hoses, sound cannons or newer passive systems such as electrified boarding nets, alarm systems, or lubricant foams.\(^{42}\) Most often, in order to protect the lives and safety of their crews, shipping companies usually request naval forces to stand-off while they negotiate for weeks or even months with pirate hostage-takers. In November 2007, the U.S. Navy actually served as intermediary between a group of particularly violent Somali pirates and owners of the Ching Fong Hwa 168, a Taiwanese fishing vessel. "We continue to talk with the pirates regularly, encouraging them to leave ships," noted a Navy spokesperson from 5\(^{th}\) Fleet Headquaters in Bahrain.\(^{43}\)

So-called Private Security Companies (PSCs), also known as Private Military Firms (PMFs), usually headquartered in Europe or the U.S. also offer anti-piracy consulting and other services. There are however significant gaps between what PSCs may claim in marketing materials as opposed to the actual end services they are capable of providing. Most legitimate PSCs limit services to deterrence or vigilance training, background checks, hostage negotiations, recovery investigations, or general risk assessment.\(^{44}\) Employment of armed guards on merchant
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ships, or the use of private armed escort vessels is exceedingly rare. Privately employed and armed security personnel face substantial risks of arrest and detention as mercenaries or even terrorists, especially in Asian waters, and face opposition by the U.N. over concerns of accountability and efficacy. Desperate ships owners have proposed the creation of small multinational military forces under license from the United Nations. Meanwhile, a robust multinational task force for military counter-piracy operations under the auspices of two Combined Task Forces (CTFs), CTF-150 and 151, conduct Maritime Security Operations (MSO) in the Gulf of Aden, Gulf of Oman, the Arabian Sea, Red Sea and the Indian Ocean, with regular rotation of command over these CTFs among partner navies, and augmentation with Special Operations Forces (SOF) as required.46

Potential Ways Ahead in Preventing and Challenging Piratical Threats

In view of the complex nature of the maritime piracy, as well as its demonstrated threat to national, regional, and international security, effective confrontation requires global engagement; a willingness to reach consensus-based integrated deterrence strategies, and an active prosecution regime. Amendments to SUA should focus on more robust inspections of ships and crews, the recognition of a limited right of “hot pursuit,” and broadened definitions of both piracy and maritime terrorism.47 Although recently the SUA amended the definition of piracy, it did not extend the scope of international jurisdiction. Accordingly, the United States has repeatedly sought to amend SUA to allow warships automatic permission to board foreign flagged vessels
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where the flag state fails to respond to the requesting state’s request within a certain number of hours. An international ship’s registration process must be implemented in order to eliminate non-transparent convenience flagging. Biometric credentials and passports could address the current blight of fraudulent documentation. A United Nations ‘Maritime Ombudsman’ agency under IMO control or the United Nations International Labor Office (ILO) could intervene when requested to address concerns about detained crews or the lack of due-process or transparency for those charged with maritime criminal offenses.

Towards these important ends, the United States must move forward and accept its responsibilities as (although not aspiring to be) the world’s only remaining super-power and leading maritime state. This includes, inter alia, the ratification of UNCLOS and, with reservations if necessary, the Rome Statute. UNCLOS and Rome Statute ratification will also facilitate a leadership role for the United States in negotiating multilateral instruments and more effective international regimes that can address maritime terrorism, in addition to the U.S.’s own efforts to apprehend pirates and prosecute them under domestic U.S. laws. In the forefront there must be clear and consistent domestic criminalization and extradition agreements in accordance with the 2005 Protocols and SUA Convention. Taking the diplomatic lead in this area would also facilitate the formation of an effective multinational U.N. maritime force capable of clearing sea-lanes of pirates, sea robbers, and terrorists. The United States’ vast intelligence capabilities and unique technologies, such as un-manned reconnaissance aircraft (armed or un-armed), could provide much needed leverage for a multinational force and greatly reducing associated costs, especially in Africa where technical resources (and political will) to effectuate needed changes are limited.

As noted, prosecution of extra-territorial piratical acts against U.S.-flagged ships or involving U.S. citizens is possible under various U.S. federal piracy or expansive anti-terrorism legislation. Also, there are successful models of inter-agency and international maritime cooperation. Specifically, Joint Interagency Task Forces (JIATFs) involved in counter-drug interdiction operations have worked directly with Central and South American states in the Gulf of Mexico, South Atlantic, and Pacific since 1989. Based upon these success models, similar counter-piracy arrangements with partners in Asia and Africa could yield immediate and positive results, especially if criminal jurisdiction issues can also be resolved.
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Perhaps of equal importance, dealing with the piracy problem in turn lessens the opportunities for pirates and terror groups to leverage maritime crime and violence towards political ends, especially with regards to the hijacking of weapons and items which may be employed as weapons of mass destruction (WMD). Any progress in this area also reduces the possibility for regional and worldwide devastation. A 2006 RAND Center for Terrorism Risk Management Policy report notes a so-called “dirty-bomb” explosion from within an uninspected cargo container presents “the greatest combination of likelihood and expected economic harm.” Ships filled with explosives could also destroy densely populated urban areas, critical infrastructures, or be scuttled in maritime choke points such as the Malacca or Hormuz straits. Additionally, in regards to WMD control, failed or weak states will face increasing economic and diplomatic pressure to deal with their own criminal elements and general lack of maritime transparency.

In May of 2003, the United States, along with ten coalition partners, founded the Proliferation Security Initiative (PSI). That number has now grown to eighteen with sixty others agreeing to cooperate in interdiction strategies. The PSI has no unique legal authority; its interdiction principles state that all activities are to be “consistent with national legal authorities and relevant international law and frameworks.” The PSI seeks to “involve in some capacity all states that have a stake in nonproliferation and the ability and willingness to take steps to stop the flow of such items at sea, in the air, or on land.” The PSI also “seeks cooperation from any state whose vessels, flags, ports, territorial waters, airspace, or land might be used for proliferation purposes by states and non-state actors of proliferation concern.”

The PSI’s principal goals are:

1. Undertake effective measures, either alone or in concert with other states, for interdicting the transfer or transport of WMD, their delivery systems, and related materials to and from states and non-state actors of proliferation concern;

2. Adopt streamlined procedures for rapid exchange of relevant information concerning suspected proliferation activity, protecting the confidential character of classified information provided by other states as part of this initiative, dedicate appropriate resources and efforts to interdiction operations and capabilities, and maximize coordination among participants in interdiction efforts;

3. Review and work to strengthen their relevant national legal authorities where necessary to accomplish these objectives, and
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work to strengthen when necessary relevant international laws and frameworks in appropriate ways to support these commitments.]

4. Take specific actions in support of interdiction efforts regarding cargoes of WMD, their delivery systems, or related materials, to the extent their national legal authorities permit and consistent with their obligations under international law and frameworks.]

Successful PSI cooperation has included not only plenary sessions and maritime training exercises,” but also at least one mission conducted by PSI nations in October 2003. Eben Kaplan of the Council on Foreign Relations credited the PSI (along with other groups investigating proliferation) for intercepting the German-owned BBC China, because it diverted the ship to the port of Taranto, Italy from its voyage from Dubai to Libya. The BBC China was found to be carrying nuclear centrifuge parts for Libya’s nascent nuclear program. Kaplan noted that “[t]he seizure helped unravel the Khan network and was a major factor in negotiating the forfeiture of Libya’s WMD programs.”

Robert G. Joseph, U.S. Under Secretary of State for Arms Control and International Security, exhorted the assembled PSI nations at a June 2006 PSI meeting to:

First: Think innovatively. Undertake a review of your laws and how they can be strengthened to deny the proliferation of WMD and missile-related shipments and services that support proliferation from or through your states;

Second: Enforce aggressively. Develop a regularized interagency mechanism in your government to review enforcement data and share information on possible interdictions of shipments, personnel, funds, and other services that aid in proliferation; and

Third: Engage regularly. Commit to active outreach and to host and participate in PSI exercises in your region and beyond.

Not by might alone, but also by the “power of the purse,” Joseph described how PSI members and all those nations pursuing counter proliferation might develop “tools to interdict payments between proliferators and their suppliers.” For instance, U.S. Executive Order
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13382 aims to “freeze[e] the assets of proliferators of weapons of mass destruction and their supporters, and isolat[e] them financially[,]” so that “[d]esignations under E.O. 13382 prohibit all transactions between the designees and any U.S. person, and freeze any assets the designees may have under U.S. jurisdiction.”

Conclusion

As piracy has evolved, modern threats have required modern approaches. There still exists an abiding calculus of right and might used since time immemorial to combat piracy. Future approaches to preventing and combating piracy will, as always, require the sword—competent military forces to protect both maritime boundaries and prevent smuggling and piracy—in addition to the power of the pen—laws and policies concluded and enforced by competent governments. The maritime community has increased its awareness of this situation, but the international legal community, as a whole, is in disarray with respect to effective and contemporary sets of laws and rules. Maritime incidents have changed the complexion of the situation and gaps in efforts to restrain maritime acts of violence have been exposed.

A solution to the continuing challenge of applying international laws to both the international and national problems of piracy and maritime terrorism will also have to address the disparities in capabilities which remain between the nations with established and competent navies and littoral nations. Significant gaps that remain both in maritime law and international jurisdiction will have to be amended by new legislation, improvement in the provisions of maritime conventions, and in the future, domestication of criminalizing piracy in order to more effectively combat this age old problem.

Because nations with modern navies have capabilities of controlling piracy, while emerging nations and failed states struggle to contain violence, the U.S. can employ a full range of sophisticated technologies, multidisciplinary capabilities, as well as overwhelming force to “overmatch” piratical threats. The U.S. judicial system has proven experience in effectively and swiftly applying domestic (if not international) laws to try cases of terrorism and piracy in all forms. Wherever possible, looking beyond national shores and maritime zones, the U.S. and other nations afflicted by maritime piracy, criminality, and terrorist activities must also act in bilateral/multilateral capacities to prevent future conflicts and piracy challenges. Towards those ends, there is much merit to extending current international agreements, and implementing effective powers to prosecute maritime criminals under present and future international conventions. This focus on expanding the responsibilities and the rights of maritime nations to freedom of navigation will decrease rogue power and momentum, if not eliminating this international scourge of piracy entirely.
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